
���  I     watch   TV     in  the  morning . 

���  I     listen   to  the  radio     at  night . 

���  I     eat   breakfast     at  eight  o’clock . 

���  I     eat   dinner     at   six  o’clock . 

���  Mr. Tanaka     reads   the  newspaper     in  the  morning .  read 

���  Mr. Tanaka     reads   books     at  night .  read  book 

���  Mr. Tanaka     eats   sushi     at  a  sushi bar .  eat 

���  Mr. Tanaka     drinks   coffee     at  a  restaurant .  drink 

���  I     write   compositions     at  school .  composition 

���  I     write   letters     at  home .  letter 

���  Mr. Tanaka     speaks   French     at  the  office .  speak 

���  Mr. Tanaka     speaks   Japanese     at  home .  speak 

���  I     watch   movies     with  my  family .  movie 

���  I     listen   to  music     with  my  friends .  friend 

���  My  father     teaches   math     at  the  university .  teach 

���  We     learn   how  to  use  a  computer     at  school . 

���  Ms. Suzuki      teaches   English     to us .  teach 

���  We     learn   English     from  Ms. Suzuki . 

���  Lessons     begin     at  9:00 a.m.   lesson 

���  Lessons     end     at  4:00 p.m.   lesson 
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���  I     get  up     at  7:00     in  the  morning . 

���  I     go  to  bed     at  11:00     at  night . 

���  I     sleep     from  11:00     to  7:00 . 

���  I     wash   my  face     at  about  7:00 . 

���  I     brush   my  teeth     at  about  half  past  7 .  tooth 

���  I     take   a  shower     in  the  morning . 

���  I     take   a  bath     at  night . 

���  My mother    does   the  cooking     from about 6:00   to about 7:00 . 

���  My father     cooks   fish .  cook    do the cooking 

���  My mother    does   the  washing     from about 8:00   to about 9:00 . 

���  My  younger  sister     washes   handkerchiefs .  wash    do the washing 

���  My mother    does   the  cleaning    from  about 9:00   to about 10:00 . 

���  I     clean   my  room .  clean    do the cleaning           do the shopping 

���  My mother     does   the  shopping    from about 2:00   to about 3:00 . 

���  My  mother     buys   food     at  the  supermarket .  buy 

���  My  mother     buys   flowers     at  the  flower  shop .  buy 

���  Mr. Tanaka     jogs     from 7:00   to 8:00 .  jog 

���  Mr. Tanaka     works     from 9:00   to 5:00 .  work 

���  I     study     with  my  friends     in  the  library . 

���  I    study   Japanese .              Japanese = our national language  
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���  I     memorize   kanji .                 Kanji ＝ Chinese characters 

���  I     forget   kanji . 

���  I     play   soccer     with  my  friends     in  the  park . 

���  My  friend’s  father     practices   golf     in  the  yard .  practice 

���  My  friend’s  mother     practices   the  piano     at  home . practice 

���  My  friend’s  elder  sister     works     from  10:00   to  4:00   work 

���  My  friend’s  elder  sister     takes   a break     from 12:00   to 1:00 .take 

���  I     stay   home   from  school .     ( I am absent from school.) 

���  I     go   to  my  friend’s  home     in  the  morning . 

���  I     come  back   home     in  the  afternoon . 

���  I     leave   home     at  about  half  past  9 . 

���  I     arrive   at  my  friend’s  home    at  about  half  past  10 . 

���  My friend     comes   to  my  home     in  the  evening .  come 

���  My friend     goes  back   home     at  night .  go 

���  Mr. Tanaka     runs   to  the  station     from  his  home .  run 

���  Mr. Tanaka     walks   to  his  office     from  the  station .  walk 

���  Mr. Tanaka     gets  on   the  train     at  A  station .  get 

���  Mr. Tanaka     gets  off   the  train     at  B  station .  get 

���  Mr. Tanaka     takes   the  train     from  A  station .  take 

���  Mr. Tanaka     takes   the  train     to  B  station .  take 
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���  I     make   telephone  calls     to  my  friend . 

���  I     call   my  friend . 

���  I     wait   for  my  friend     at  the  coffee  shop . 

���  I     meet   my  friend     at  the  coffee  shop . 

���  I     part   from  my  friend     at  the  station . 

���  My  younger  sister     takes   her  dog     to  the  park .  take 

���  My  elder  brother     brings   his  friend     to  our  home .  bring 

���  I     take   my  lunch     to  school .  take 

���  My  friend     brings   some  drinks     to  my  home . bring  drink 

���  The teacher     stands     in  front   of  the  blackboard .  stand 

���  The students     sit     on  the  chairs .  chair 

���  I     put   apples     over  there .  apple 

���  I     pick  up   apples     from  here .  apple 

���  There  are     some  textbooks     on  the  desk .  textbook    

���  There  is     some  food     in  the  refrigerator .        

���  There  is     a  bank     near  the  station . 

���  There  is   a  post  office   next   to  the  department  store . 

���  There  is     a  dog     in  front   of  the  house . 

���  There  is     a  cat     under  the  tree . 

���  There  is     my  father     behind  Mr. Tanaka . 
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���  There  is     my  mother     beside  my  father . 

���  The  textbooks     are     on  the  desk .  textbook 

���  The  food     is     in  the  refrigerator . 

���  The  bank     is     near  the  station . 

���  The  post  office     is     next  to  the  department  store . 

���  The  dog     is     in  front  of  the  house . 

���  The  cat     is     under  the  tree . 

���  My  father     is     behind  Mr. Tanaka . 

���  My  mother     is     beside  my  father . 

���  My  father     takes   a  walk     with  my  mother .  take 

���  My father    takes   a  walk    in  the  park    with my mother . take 

���  I     travel     with  my  family . 

���  I     travel  abroad     with  my  family . 

���  I     swim     in  the  sea     in  summer . 

���  I     climb   mountains     in  spring .  mountain 

���  I     take   photos     at  the  seashore .  photo 

���  I     take   photos   of  the  sea .  photo 

���  I     paint   pictures     in  the  mountains .  picture  mountain 

���  I     paint   pictures   of  the  mountains .  picture  mountain 

����  My  elder  brother     plays   the  guitar     at  home . 
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����  My  younger  sister     sings   songs     at  home .  sing 

����  Mr. Tanaka     goes  out     with  his  family .  go  

����  Mr. Tanaka     has   fun     with  his  children .  have  

����  Mr. Tanaka     gets   tired .  get 

����  Mr. Tanaka’s  children     play     outside . 

����  I     show   some  photos     to  my  family .       

����  My  family     looks   at  the  photos .  look 

����  My  father’s  friend     sells   cars     to  my  father .  sell 

����  My  father     buys   cars     from  his  friend .  buy   

����  I     lend   some  books     to  my  friend .         

����  I     borrow   some  CDs     from  my  friend . 

����  My  friend    returns   the  books      to  me .  return  book 

����  I     return   the  CDs     to  my  friend .  CD 

����  My father     has   some  cars .  have  car 

����  I     have   some  cameras .  camera 

����  We     give   some  flowers     to  our  teacher .  flower     

����  I     give   a  present     to  my  friend .           

����  We     get   a  souvenir     from  our  teacher . 

����  I     get   some  stamps     from  my  friend .  stamps 

����  Our  teacher     gives   a  souvenir     to  us .  give   
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����  My friend     gives   some  stamps     to  me .  give 

����  I     make   a  table . 

����  I     use   tools .  tool 

����  I     cut   paper     with  scissors .  ▲scissor 

����  I     write   characters     with  a  pencil .  character 

����  I     erase   characters     with  an  eraser .  character 

����  I     eat   udon      with  chopsticks .  chopstic udon ＝ noodles 

����  I     eat   spaghetti     with  a  fork .   ↓ ask  question  student 

����  The teacher   asks   questions   to  her students   in English . 

����  The students     answer   their  teacher     in  English .  student 

����  My father     goes   to  university     by  car .  go 

����  I     go   to  the  movie  theater     by  bus . 

����  Mr. Tanaka     comes   to  my  home     by  bicycle .  come 

����  We     walk     on  the  right  side   of  the  street . 

����  Cars     drive     on  the  left  side   of  the  street .  car 

����  I     cross   the  bridge . 

����  I     turn     at  the  corner     at  the  flower  shop . 

����  I     turn     to  the  right . 

����  I     turn     to  the  left . 

����  This bus     passes     by the bookstore .  pass 
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����  That bus     stops      in  front   of  the  hospital .  stop 

����  Birds     fly     in  the  sky . 

����  Fishes     swim     in  the  sea . 

����  I     put  on   my  sweater . 

����  I     put  on   my  trousers . 

����  My mother     puts  on   her  kimono .  put 

����  My mother     puts  on   her  zoori .  put 

����  My father     puts  on   his  necktie .  put 

����  My father     puts  on   his  suit .  put 

����  My father     takes  off   his  coat .  take 

����  My father     takes  off   his  shoes .  take 

����  Mr. Tanaka     puts  on   his  glasses .  put 

����  Mr. Tanaka     puts  on   his  cap .  take 

����  Mr. Tanaka     takes  off   his  glasses .  take 

����  Mr. Tanaka     takes  off   his  cap .  take 

����  We     see   the  mountain . 

����  We     hear   the  music . 

����  We     look     at  the  mountain . 

����  We     listen     to  the  music . 

����  I     enter     the  room . 
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����  I     go  out     of  the  room . 

����  I     put   the  chair     in  the  room . 

����  I     take   the  chair   out     of  the  room . 

����  I     put   the  notebook     in  my  bag . 

����  I     take   the  notebook   out     of  my  bag . 

����  The  lights   come  on .  light 

����  The  lights   go  out .  light 

����  I     turn  on   the  light . 

����  I     turn  off   the  light . 

����  I     turn  on   the  TV . 

����  I     turn off   the TV . 

����  The  doors   open .  door 

����  The  doors   close .  door 

����  The  post  office   opens     at  9:00 .  open 

����  The  post  office   closes     at  5:00 .  close 

����  I     open   the  door . 

����  I     close   the  door . 

����  I     push   the  door . 

����  I     pull   the  door . 

����  The  students   gather     in  the  gym .  student 
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����  The teacher     gathers   the  students     in  the  gym .  gather 

����  The  students   line  up     in  the  playground .  student 

����  The teacher   lines  up   the  students   in  the  playground .line 

����  The  sky   clears .  clear 

����  The sky   becomes   cloudy .  become 

����  The rain   falls .  fall 

����  The snow   falls .  fall 

����  The wind   blows .  blow 

����  The sun   shines .  shine 

����  Spring   comes     in  about  March .  come 

����  Summer   comes     in  about  June .  come 

����  Autumn   comes     in  about  September .  come 

����  Winter   comes     in about December .  come 

����  My friend     asks   me     my  telephone  number .  ask 

����  I       tell   my  telephone  number     to  my  friend . 

����  We     tell   our  names     to  our  teacher .  name 

����  We     say   good  morning     in  the  morning . 

����  We     say   hello     during the day . 

����  I     think     that    it  will  rain . 

����  I     think     that    it  will  snow . 
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